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MACSOLE ® ADVENTURE 2.0

Heckel revisits its flagship range

The Heckel MACSOLE® ADVENTURE 2.0 range is specially designed for outdoor work, for tradesmen and all those looking for an authentic outdoor
look. Its MACSOLE® rubber soles with deep treads, its rubber scuff cap, reinforced sides and stable ankle support system make this the ideal
range for working in difficult conditions. Totally non-magnetic this shoe offers lightness and flexibility.
The models in the MACSOLE® ADVENTURE 2.0 range now come with a lime-coloured lining and reflective elements, bringing them into line with
the trends for outdoor products for the general public.
The result is a collection of models covering a very varied spectrum of uses and offering exceptional weather resistance. Flexible and extremely
comfortable, these shoes are among the most popular with professionals.

MACEXPEDITION 2.0 + LOW 2.0
S3 CI HI WR HRO SRC
Its textile upper and GORETEX® lining
guarantee a waterproof, but breathable
shoe. 100% metal-free and featuring
a MACSOLE® Adventure, rubber sole,
this model is perfectly suited to wet
outdoor environments and green
spaces.

MACCROSSROAD BROWN 2.0
+ LOW+2.0
S3 CI HI HRO SRC
These models have a MACSOLE® Adventure
rubber sole, an oiled, liquid-resistant
grain leather upper, a rubber scuff
cap, and are reinforced at the back
and the sides. Particularly good for
working on irregular surfaces or in humid
environments, the MACCROSSROAD is the
brand’s bestseller!

MACWILD LOW 2.0+2.0
S1P CI HI HRO SRC
The combination of the suede and
textile upper and the mesh lining
gives this safety shoe outstanding
breathability.
This model is specifically designed for
working on irregular surfaces and in
dry environments.

MACSOLE ® RUBBER SOLE
slip resistant to SRC standard | oil and hydrocarbon resistant | chemical
resistant | heat resistant outsole, up to 300°C (HRO) | antistatic

excellent abrasion and cut
resistance
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wide ground-bearing surface
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self-cleaning sole profile

all-terrain profile with deep
treads
sharp tread profile
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REINFORCED AT THE
BACK AND SIDES

RUBBER OVERCAP

defined heel with sharp edges

Very good abrasion resistance | longer
shoe life | suitable for those working in a
crouching or kneeling position |
excellent abrasion and cut resistance |
wide ground-bearing surface | self-cleaning sole profile | all-terrain profile with
deep treads | sharp tread profile | defined
heel with sharp edges

CELL TECH HYGIENIC INSOLE
removable | anatomically shaped
shaped textile top layer and
large perforations for easy
wicking of perspiration

Width 11

MEMBRANE GORE-TEX®
microporouse membrane integrated in the shoes | waterproof | perfect
breathability guarantees an ideal climate for the foot | suitable for outdoor
and indoor wear

METAL-FREE PUNCTURE RESISTANT MIDSOLE
1100N resistant | 100% composite |
flexible | non-magnetic | protects
100% of the surface of the foot
(compared to 85% on average
for steel midsoles) | lighter than
steel midsoles | less cold and heat
conductive than a steel puncture
resistant midsole.

METAL-FREE TOE CAP

EVA underneath for better
shock absorption
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100 %
METAL
FREE

200J resistant | 100 % non-magnetic |
painless due to its ergonomic shape | wide
fitting | 20% lighter than a conventional
steel toe cap | less cold and heat conductive
than a steel toe cap
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